VISIT TO THE ZIPAQUIRA SALT CATHEDRAL
Additional Bogotá

Leaving the north of the city, a part of the Savannah of Bogotá is crossed, where its rural and urban landscapes transmit images, sensations and scents only possible in the tropics. When arriving at the municipality of Zipaquirá one enters the Cathedral of Salt, Catholic religious temple conditioned in the socavones that no longer are exploited in the salt mine. In this place a set of figures developed in the concepts of naturalistic, expressionist and conceptual art lead to the mystical recollection and sense of the temple. You can admire the socavones where the viacrucis is a work of the most complex conceptual art. At the end of the visit to the cathedral there will be a panoramic tour to know the architecture that both the colonial period and the republican period preserves the municipality of Zipaquira.

**It includes:**
Transportation in private service, professional and bilingual tourist guide and entrance to the Cathedral of Sal.

**Frequency:**
From Mondays to Sundays. It starts at 09:00

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Visit to the Cathedral of Sal</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4-6</th>
<th>7-9</th>
<th>10-14</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rate per person</td>
<td>$130</td>
<td>$80</td>
<td>$70</td>
<td>$75</td>
<td>$60</td>
<td>$55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**
Lunch is not included; it is recommended to eat lunch near the cathedral of salt; approximate value in Colombian pesos: 35,000 COP